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Abstract 
A moderate deviation principle and a Strassen-type law of the iterated logarithm for the small- 
time propagation of super-Brownian motion are derived. Moderate deviation estimates which 
are uniform with respect to the starting point are developed in order to prove the law of the 
iterated logarithm. Our method also yields a functional central limit theorem. @ 1997 Elsevier 
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1. Introduction 
Let M+(IWd) denote the space of positive finite measures on [Wd and endow it with the 
usual weak topology. Then super-Brownian motion X is an M+([Wd)-valued diffusion. 
The law PF of this process starting from p E M+( rWd) can be characterized as usual by 
the Laplace functionals of its transition probabilities: 
~,[exp<-(f,Xt))l=exp(-(u(t),~L)), (1.1) 
where t 2 0, f is a non-negative function in cb( rWd), the space of bounded and contin- 
uous functions on [Wd, (g,v) denotes the integral of a function g with respect to some 
measure v, and u is the unique positive mild solution of the reaction-diffusion equation 
;u(t,x) = ;A+) - u(t,x)2, 
(1.2) 
@,x) = f(x). 
The goal of this paper is to derive a moderate deviation principle and a local law of 
the iterated logarithm of Strassen type for super-Brownian motion. Therefore, it is nec- 
essary to center the process. It follows from (1 .l ) and (1.2) that iE,[(f,X,)] = (f, PP,), 
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where P&c, dy) = (27~)~‘~ exp(- Ix - y]*/2t) dy is the Brownian transition semigroup. 
The centered process is, thus, given by 
X,=X* -X0& (t>o). (1.3) 
It takes values in the set A4(rWd) of finite signed measures. This space will be endowed 
with the coarsest topology such that the mappings p H (f, p) are continuous for each 
f E BL( rWd), the space of bounded Lipschitz functions on U@. Note that, in contrast to 
the convex cone M+(@), the topological space M(@) is not metrizable; see Dudley 
(1966). The set C([O, l];A4(rWd)) of all continuous M(&)-valued paths will be en- 
dowed with the compact open topology. When A4(rWd) is equipped with the variation 
norm, it becomes a (non-separable) Banach space, and one can define Bochner inte- 







for some Bochner integrable mapping 15: [0, l] +M([Wd) with (3(t) < p, for almost 
every t. Then we define the Gaussian rate function 
(1.4) 
Theorem 1.1. Suppose j? : (0, l] + (0, l] is afunction such that B(E) \ 0 as CI LO. Then 
the distributions of the processes *B(a) := /?(Ix-‘~^ ap(aj21 (0 d t d 1) satisfy a large 
deviation principle on C([O, I];M(Rd)) with scale a and good rate function IP, i.e., 
if U c C([O, l];M(rWd)) is open, then 
if A c C( [0, 11; M( lQd)) is closed, then 
suplim ccloglPP[?,B(a)EA]< -$E51P(w); 
al0 
the level sets (IP <c} are compact, for each c B 0. 
Due to the condition ‘B(a) \ 0 as CI JO’, Theorem 1.1 describes the moderate de- 
viations from the ‘law of large numbers’ X, + p as t JO PP-almost surely. The cor- 
responding large deviations, i.e. the case /I = 1, are treated as Corollary 3 of Schied 
(1996). In this case one gets a non-Gaussian rate function, namely the energy with 
respect to the Kakutani-Hellinger metric. Note that in our Theorem 1.1 the state space 
A4(rWd) is topologized in such a way that v H v(rWd) is a continuous mapping, whereas 
in the case B = 1 integration with respect to a continuous function f can only be 
continuous if f satisfies the decay condition supI 1 f (x)1( 1 + IxlP) < 00, for some fixed 
p > d; see Schied ( 1996). Therefore, our moderate deviation principle does not extend 
automatically to super-Brownian motion with infinite initial measure p. To handle the 
latter case, one can topologize the space of all signed Radon measures by testing with 
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Lipschitz functions having compact support in R d. Then slight modifications of our 
proofs below show that all main results of our paper have counterparts in this setting. 
Other results on sample path large deviations for super-Brownian motion can be found, 
for instance, in Fleischmann et al. (1996), Schied (1996), Deuschel and Wang (1993), 
and, for Le Gall’s Brownian Snake process, in Serlet (1997). 
Now, let d denote the set of all closed subsets of C([O, l];M(Rd)). The 
Hausdorff topology on zd is generated by the semi-metrics 
if {dj lj E J} is a filtering family of semi-distances on C([O, l];M(Rd)); see Castaing 
and Valadier (1977, Ch. II, Section 2). For 6 < l/e, define an d-valued random variable 
AS as closure of the random set 
{ ( j2.1~;og~-l)~~~~,~O<&~~}. 
Then our law of the iterated logarithm reads as follows. 
Theorem 1.2. Zf %! c d is open and KP := {ZP < l/2} E @, then 46 E %, for small 6, 
LF’p-almost surely. In particular, As converges in PP-probability to KP as 6 10. 
Note that we cannot conclude almost sure convergence of AS to K,,, because the first 
countability axiom fails for M(lRd) and hence for z2. But one could consider a weaker 
topology on M( Rd) generated by a countable separating subset of BL( Rd) instead of the 
topology induced by the full space BL(Wd). Then the Hausdorff topology on & would 
be men-&able. There is a vast literature on fUnctiona laws of the iterated logarithm. 
The original statement is due to Strassen (1964). Here we will adopt Stroock’s idea 
of using large deviations to get the key estimates (see, e.g., Deuschel and Stroock, 
1989). For ordinary Brownian motion, the local law has been stated in Gantert (1993). 
See also Mueller (1981). In the measure-valued setting, moderate deviations have been 
used in Wu (1994) and Dembo and Zajic (1995) to derive Strassen-type laws for 
empirical measures and processes. However, our situation differs somewhat from the 
above, because super-Brownian motion does not have independent increments, and in 
addition, the rate function depends heavily on the starting point of the process. As a 
consequence, Theorem 1.1 alone is not sufficient to provide the desired estimates. 
So far, we have discussed the cases where /3(a) \ 0 as c1 J 0, and where p - 1. If 
a E 1 we are in the regime of the following functional central limit theorem, which 
will be an immediate consequence of the proof of Theorem 1 .l. 
Corollary 1.3. Suppose that f~, . . . , fn E BL(Rd). Then, as /I JO, the laws with respect 
to PP of the W-valued processes 
$((fi,$z,J,..., (fn,&)) (Odtdl) 
converge weakly on C([O, 11; ET’) to a n-dimensional Brownian motion B with covari- 
ante E[B:@‘:‘] = 2t 1 J;: fj dp. 
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we will give exponential estimates 
for the Holder norm of super-Brownian motion tested with some f E BL( Rd), and these 
estimates will be uniform with respect to the starting point. They rely on an embedding 
theorem between certain Orlicz-Holder spaces, which can be found in the final Section 
7 of this paper. In Section 3 we will show (uniform) convergence of the multivariate 
Laplace functionals as required for an application of the Glrtner-Ellis theorem. Here 
we will also indicate a proof of the CLT of Corollary 1.3. The proof of Theorem 1.1 
can be found in Section 4. In Section 5 we will state large deviation estimates that are 
uniform with respect to some parameter, even though the rate function depends on it, 
too. This generalizes the concept of ‘uniform large deviations’. The LIL of Theorem 
1.2 will be proved in Section 6. 
2. Uniform Hiilder norm estimates for superBrownian motion 
In this section we apply the results of the Section 7 to super-Brownian motion. But 
let us first recall an estimate for its Laplace fimctionals, that will be used several times 
in this paper. Define, for t > 0 and x E KY, 
x 
I+C= 1-fX 
if x< l/t, 
(2.1) 
cc otherwise. 
It has been shown in Theorem 9 of Schied (1996) that, for any bounded and measurable 
function f on lRd, 
(WJJ,P)< log[E,[exp(f,X,)ld(P,~;f,~j. (2.2) 
These bounds will mostly be applied together with the Markov property of X and the 
following extension of the branching property ( 1.1): 
&&xp(f,&)l = exp 
(s 
1% WexpVJdl .dW y ) 
(2.3) 
which holds for p E W(l@), t 2 0 and bounded measurable f taking arbitrary signs; 
cf. Schied (1996), Lemma 6. For g E BL(l&), define the norm IlgllaL by 
where 11. II denotes the usual sup-norm used also for non-continuous functions f defined 
everywhere on Rd, i.e., llfll= sup, If(x If w is a path in C[O, I] we will denote with 
lwly its Holder norm with exponent y E (0, 11: 
(2.4) 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose we are given three positive constants L, M and B and some 
y E (0, i). Then there exist /la = /$&I$ B, d) >O and R = R(L,M, B, y, d) > 0 such that 
~~[[((f,~~,B)ly3Rlde-Lia, 
whenever (1,~) GM, llfll BLGB, BE@,Po> and a~(O,ll. 
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Proof. Define 
if&, t) = & +rJz (&r>O,t.r<l). 
Then choose /Is such that I,@/$ /I*) </I-‘, f or all p E (0, /Is). When using, in addition, 
the following simple estimate: 
llpts - pssll d IP-ss - 9116 IISIIBL~~ (2.5) 
for g E BL(Rd), one can prove as in Lemma 13 of Schied (1996) that, for f and /3 as 
above and s, t E [0, 11, s # t, 
(2.6) 
From here we conclude that there is a constant JC >O depending only on M, B and d 
such that (2.6) is bounded above by rc’/‘, whenever p </Is. Hence, the lemma follows 
from Corollary 7.1 below. 0 
3. Uniform convergence of the Laplace functionals 
In this section we prove convergence of the multivariate Laplace functionals of the 
process x^oL2B(c0, as needed for the application of the Glrtner-Ellis theorem. Moreover, 
we will show that the rate of convergence is locally uniform with respect to the starting 
point p. This will enable us to derive uniform large deviation estimates in Section 5. 
ForOdti<...<t,<l andAt ,..., A,ERdefineZ, ,... r.(Ai ,..., 1,)by 
where B is a standard one-dimensional Brownian motion starting from 0. Then the 
following recursion formula holds for n > 2. 
Z,,...,(&, . . ., w=-& I... L,(b,..., L2,Ll + hl)~4-r,_,(~,). (3.1) 
If ~EM+([W~) and fi,...,fnECb(Rd) let 
logZ,,, ,...t,(fi,. ..,fn) := J bZ,...,n(fi(x),. . ,fn(x))~(dx). (3.2) 
The next Lemma will only be applied in the case where the functions f;F below are 
all identical to fi, for all i. However, the more general statement is necessary, because 
of an induction argument in the proof. 
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Lemma 3.1. Suppose we are given positive constants K, PO, bl, . . . , b, and OGtl < - * . < 
t,, < 1. Assume, furthermore, that, fi E BL(@) with llfilj~~ <K and that fiB is a 
bounded and measurable function on [Wd with llfi - fiBI <biP for i = l,.. . ,n and 
0 </3 </IO. Then there are two constants C and PI depending only on K, /?o, n, d and 
bl,..., b, such that 
whenever ~LEM+([W~), O<cc<l and O<p</?,. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume tl = 0. Then the assertion is trivial 
if n = 1. To prove the general case, we proceed by induction. Applying the Markov 
property, (2.2), and (2.3) yields 
a log ES, exp 
[ ( 1 n --C (f;. , B x?pt,) i=l )I 
where gB(y)=~logEsX[exp(~(~/,X+))], r=t,-t,-~,y~!~ =f:_l+/?gfi andx’=fiB, 
for i dn - 2. Let us investigate first the asymptotics of gfi. To this end, suppose that 
fi < fly’ := 1 A /IO A (2K + 2b,)-‘. Then the upper bound of (2.2) gives us that 
Analogously, using the lower bound of (2.2), R{3r(P,g~f!)~ - 2(K + b,)3/?. But 
using (2.5) and llf2iiBL G211f II . Ilf II BL one can show that jlrP,p,(f!)’ - r(f’)211 and 
Ilvi~~rf!>‘-rtf I211 are both less than (2K+b,)bnP+21(fll.IlfllBL(aB2rd)”2. Hence, 
there is a constan; 6 such that llR{ - r(fn)211 <A . p for all /? < j$“‘. 
Now, we conclude for RB := Pa~q_, gb - $Pbpzt, fj! = PEp+,R{ that 
II@ - ctll G ll# - rf,“ll + IlP,p+(f,!)’ - (LJ211 
< h ’ p + 2llf 11 ’jlfIIBL@i%i 
Hence, there exists a constant c’ depending only on K, b, and d such that IlRB - 
rfjjl <c’p for all PC@‘. Thus, our assertion will be proved by induction once we 
have shown that the functions xc1 and f,_r := fn_l + fn satisfy again the assumptions 
of our lemma. But, for small p, 
112-1 -~-,I1 Q MB-1 - fn-111 + llPsB - fnll GbnP + Bll&ll + llP,prf! - fnll 
G L,a, 
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for a suitable constant b,_l. Moreover, f,_1 cBL(lRd) with Ilf,_11jBL<2K, andthe 
lemma is proved. 0 
Proof of Corollary 1.3. Consider the particular case a= 1 in Lemma 2.1. The Arzela- 
Ascoli theorem then shows that under pfl the distributions of the R”-valued stochastic 
processes ((~~,-@), . . . , (fnJP))//3 are tight on C([O, 11; Rn), as p L 0. In addition, 
Lemma 3.1 implies that the corresponding finite-dimensional marginal distributions 
converge weakly to those of an n-dimensional Wiener process W with covariance 
4. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
Let us first recall a basic fact about the topological space s2 := C([O, l];M(Rd)). 
It follows immediately from Proposition 1.6(i) and Theorem 1.7 of Jakubowski (1986). 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose 00 E Sz. Then the sets of the form 
k 
n{wEQI I(CYi34t)) - (Si,wO(t))I<~, OGtdl)7 
i=l 
with k E RI, 91,. . . , gk E BL( Wd) and 6 > 0, are a base for the neighborhood system of 
00 in Q. 
Fix nEN, 0 < tl < ... < t,,<l and 91, . . . , gk E BL(Rd). Denote by H the 
linear hull of 91,. . . , gk and by H,, the n-fold direct sum H 63 + . + 83 H. H’ and H,’ 
will be the corresponding dual spaces. All these vector spaces are, of course, finite- 
dimensional and, thus, carry a unique locally convex topology. There is a natural 




for ~=(~~,...,~~)E(M(IW~))” and j=(fi , . . . , fn) E H,. Now, suppose that we are 
given a diction /?(a) such that B(a)\0 as tl JO. Then, for p EM+, we define 
Q; to be the law of PH. (($;““, . . . ,_?zB’a’)) under pp. 
Lemma 3.1 implies that 
alog/exp (iu(i)) Qi(du) + logZ,,,...,“(j) for all icHn, 
as a 10. Note that the functional log Z,, t,. .b is differentiable throughout H, and finite 
everywhere. Hence, the G%rtner-Ellis theorem (cf. Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993, p. 45) 
implies that the measures QF satisfy a large deviation principle with scale a and good 
rate function 
ZH,““‘“(u) = ;I; (u(j) - logZ,,,...,(T)) !J (u E H,‘). 
n 
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Now, we claim that as a J 0, the H/-valued processes (pH,(_@B(a)))OGrG, satisfy a 
large deviation principle in C([O, 11; H’) with good rate function 
I,H(r) = sup +“““(r(tl) Ir ,...,rl(&)) (vECW,1l;H’)). 
o<t,<...<t,g1 
Indeed, if a,, + 0, then Lemma 2.1 and the Arzela-Ascoli theorem show that the laws 
of pH’(*‘p(En)) are exponentially tight on C([O, 11; H’) with scale (a,). Now, apply 
Lemma 19 of Schied (1996) with E := C([O, 11; H’) and J denoting the set of all finite 
ordered subsets of [0, 11. 
It is easy to see that the spaces C([O, 11; H’) form a projective system indexed by 
the vector spaces H as above (cf. Section 4.6 of Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993). Its 
projective limit l@ C([O, 11; H’) will be denoted by X. It follows from Lemma 4.1 
that C([O, 1];A4(Rd)) is homeomorphic to a subset of X, which will be identified with 
D in the sequel. Hence lPp extends to %‘, and the Dawson-Glirtner theorem (cf. Dembo 
and Zeitouni, 1993, p. 144) asserts that the processes %fi(‘) satisfy a large deviation 
principle on % with good rate function 
&(N = SUP$%0f(oJ)) (0 E Z), (4.3) 
H 
where qH denotes the canonical projection from 3 to C([O, 11; H’). 
Using induction, one proves that for to := 0, u = (u’ , . . , u”) E H,’ and u” := 0, 
(4.4) 
Hence, it follows from the proof of Theorem 1 (b) of Dembo and Zajic (1995) that 
?;(o) = 
{ 
I,(o) if 0 E Sz, 
cc otherwise, 
(4.5) 
where Zp is as in (1.4). Therefore, we can restrict the large deviation principle in 
X to Q = C([O, l];M(li@)) by Lemma 4.1.5 (b) of Dembo and Zeitouni (1993), and 
Theorem 1.1 is proved. 0 
5. Locally uniform large deviation estimates 
In this section our goal is to prove a version of the lower bound in Theorem 1.1 
which holds locally uniform with respect to the starting point. Our result is Proposition 
5.4 below. Fix 0 < tl < . . <&dl, and gi ,..., gkEBL(Rd), and assume gi ,..., gk to 
be linearly independent. The vector spaces H, H’, H,, and H,’ will be defined as in the 
previous section, and logZ, will be the restriction to H,, of the functional logz,,,,,...,, 
defined in (3.2). The Legendre transform of log Z, will be denoted by JP. 
Lemma 5.1. Fix u E H,’ and let D denote the set of all p E h4+(Rd) for which JP(u) < 
DC). Then there exist vector spaces I?‘, . . , H” c H such that, for each p ED, there is 
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a unique~pEH’Q3- . $ H” satisfying J,(u) = u(s,) - log_&), and Jp(w) > w(s,) - 
logZ,($), for each w E HL which is d@erent from u. Furthermore, if g{, . . . , gl is a 
basis of H’, then $ regarded as a functional of p ED can be expressed as continuous 
function of the coeficients S gfgi dp. 
Proof. Suppose first that n = 1. Write H as H = Ho @I?‘, where Ho := {g E H 1 u(g) = 
0). Then, for each p E D, (f, g) H s fg dp =: (f, g)p defines a positive-definite bilinear 
form on fil, because otherwise there would exist a function g ~fi’ with u(g)>0 and 
logZ,(g) = tl(g,g)p = 0, which would imply that JJu) = 00. Hence, there is a unique 
f,, E fi’ such that 
u(f)=2t1(f,,f), (f EiJ’). (5.1) 
Then f, satisfies J,(u) = u(&) - log Z,( f,) = tl( fP, f,),, and fP depends continuously 
on Jgjgkdp (Z,M= l,..., kr), if gi ,..., g:, is a basis of fi’ . Now fix u ED. To see 
that J,(w) > w(f,) - logZ,(f,) for all w E H, w # u, decompose Ho into Hi @ GE, 
where Hj = {g E Ho 1 (f, g)r = 0, Vf E H} and Gi is orthogonal to fi’ with respect to 
(., .)r. Then, if w(g) # 0 for some g E Hj, we have that J,(w) = 00, and the assertion 
is trivial. Otherwise w can be regarded as an element in the dual space of fi’ ~3 Gi. 
Since (5.1) extends to f EZ?’ @ GF, the assertion follows from Lemma 2.3.9 (b) in 
Dembo and Zeitouni (1993). If n > 1, use (4.4) and induction. 0 
Define probability measures & on H,’ by @,(du) = (Zz)-’ exp(v(z)/a) QE(do), 
where $ was constructed in Lemma 5.1 and Z; is the normalizing constant. Let .& 
denote the functional J?((u) =.JJu) - ~(5) + logZ,($), for u E Hi. 
Lemma 5.2. For M, c>O and u E H,’ let I denote the set of all p EM+(@) for 
which (1, p) <M and J,(u) 6~. If A C H,’ is closed, then, for all N 2 0, 
sup lim sup a lo@(A) + in;&(v) AN < 0. 
a10 lr= > 
Proof. By the last part of Lemma 5.1, the set ($1 p E r} is compact in H,,. Therefore, 
if B c H,, is compact, {fp + 7 1 p E r, f E B} is compact again, and Lemma 3.1 gives 
us that, as CI 10, 
(5.2) 
where logZ,(f) = logZ,($ + _?) - logZ,($), for _? E H,. For u E H,’ and N 20, we 
can find ip,” E H,, such that u(~~,,) - logZ,(gp,,) &(u) AN. It can be seen easily that 
the mapping r 3 p H gfl,” can even be chosen to be continuous with compact image B 
in H,. Hence, for 6 >O, there is an open neighborhood 0, 3 u such that 
sup IU(&,“) - W(&“)l~6. 
PET,WEO” 
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Now, as usual, by the exponential Tschebyscheff inequality 
sup(cllog@~(0”) -J,(v)AN)<6 + sup alog 
PET Pa- I s 
e’@k’)@(dw) - logzP(gP,,) , 
where the second term on the right-hand side converges to zero by (5.2). The assertion 
for compact A now follows as in Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, p. 132), when using in 
addition, the continuity of r 3 p H&(U). Since r 3 ,u H logz,(j) = logZ,($ + 7) - 
log Z,(f) is continuous by Lemma 5.1, it follows as in Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, 
p. 49) that, for each L >O, there is a compact KL c H,, such that a logpP(K;(K,c) ~e-~, 
uniformly in p E r and for each a E (0, 11. Standard arguments now show that the 
assertion holds for arbitrary closed sets A. 0 
The proof of the next lemma is an easy modification of part (b) of the proof of the 
G&tner-Ellis theorem in Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, p. 49 lf). 
Lemma 5.3. For given M, c >O and u E H,‘, define r as in Lemma 5.2. Then, for 
every neighborhood U of u in H,‘, lim inf,,, inf,,r(a log QF( U) + J,(u)) 20. 
Proposition 5.4. Suppose 00 E C([O, l&M(@)) is such that Z,(WO) < c, for some 
,a E M+(rWd) and c > 0. Then, for any open neighborhood U of cog, there is an open 
neighborhood V c M+(Rd) such that p E V and 
Proof. Recall our convention that Q = C([O, 11; M( lRd)). By Lemma 4.1, we can as- 
sume that U is of the form 
i)jocni I(%,cJ(Q) - (Si,~o(t))I<s~t), (5.3) 
i=l 
for some kE N, gi, . . ..gkEBL([Wd)ands>O.Nowchoosey<+.L>l andM>(l,p). 
According to Lemma 2.1 there are a0 > 0 and R < ca such that, for all a < a0 and v with 
(l,v)<M, 5’,,[?,b(a)@K]<e-L/a , where K is given by K=&{~ES;ZI I(gi,W(.))jy<R}, 
for 1. Iy denoting the Holder norm of exponent y as in (2.4). Clearly, there is a finite par- 
tition 0 < tl < . . . <t,, d 1 such that 6 fl K c U, where 6 := &, n;=i {o 1 1 (gi, w(ti)) - 
(gi,oo(tj))I <z/2}. Then, for v and a as above, P’V[%B(a) E U] 2 lP’v[%,B(a) E 6]-e-L/a. 
Now Lemma 5.3 applies to the term PV[?? ‘,p(‘) E fi]: Let H denote the linear hull of 
gi,. . . ,gk, choose c’ E (I,(oa),c) and let 
T:={vEM+(FP)] (l,v)dM, ZT’I”‘” (PH,‘(Wo(tl),...,WO(tn))~C’}, 
with PH; as in (4.1). Then it follows from (4.2)-(4.4) and the last part of Lemma 
5.1 that p is an interior point of r. In addition, Lemma 5.3 yields that 
liT!iif $f, a log PV[?,B(cc) E 61 + c 2 0. 
This proves the assertion. 0 
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6. Proof of Theorem 1.2 
For open sets W, V,,..., V, c 52 := C([O, 1];A4(rWd)), define a subset %! of d by 
e={i3~dJBcw,:Bn~#0 ,..., Bnv,#0}. 
The sets ??J as above that contain Kp form a base for the neighborhood system of 
K, in &‘; see Remark 2 in Section II.2 and the proof of Theorem 11-6, in Castaing 
and Valadier (1977) and note that there only the compactness of KO := Kp is needed. 
Hence, the proof of Theorem 1.2 reduces to showing that, for W, V c Sz open, the 
following two statements hold true 
Kp c W + Ad c W for small 6, lPP-almost surely, 
Kp n V # 0 + Ag fl V # 8 for all 6 > 0, lPP-almost surely. 





2 log log( l/E) 
(O<.s<l/e) and j(a)= 
Ja exp exp( 1/2x) 
(LX>O). 
(6.3) 
Then, for E as above, 
Z(E) :=@MW)) = zE. 
J2& log log E--i . 
(6.4) 
Let us first prove (6.1). Observe that, by compactness of Kp and by Lemma 4.1, 
there are k~ N, gi,..., gk E BL(IWd), and an open set fi C C([O, 11; rWd) such that the 
open set U c 52 defined by 
satisfies Kp c U c W. By lower semicontinuity of Z,, there is some 1 such that i < 
1 < inf we (I ZJ w ). Hence, by the upper bound of Theorem 1.1, Pp [z(‘) $ U] < exp( -2 
A log log a-‘), for all E that are small enough. The BorelCantelli lemma hence gives 
us that, for any p> 1, {_?(Q-“),%-“-‘) , . . _} c U, for large 12, PP-a.s. But from this, 
one can already deduce that {%) 1 E < 6) c U, for small 6, PP-a.s; see Lemma 1.4.3 
in Deuschel and Stroock (1989), and its proof. The claim (6.1) now follows from 
regularity of the topological space 52. 
To prove (6.2), observe first that Kp n V # 0 for V c Sz open, implies the existence 
of some 00 E I’ with IJoe)< k. Indeed, pick any 01 E K,, n V. Since loi -‘WI as 
1 T 1, there is some lo < 1 such that we := A.ooi E V. But Z,(wo) = A.*Z,(wr ) <A*. Now 
fixsuchanoo.Then,byLemma4.1,wecanfindk~N,6>0andgl,...,gk~BL([W~) 
such that U,6, c V, where 
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for 0 <s < t < 1. First, we claim that there is an E > 0 such that 
for pp-a.e. 0, 3ni =ni(w) such that ~@“)(w)E Ut, for all nani. (6.5) 
Indeed, define 
@I(O) = izaxk 0Fp, I hi, W<r>) 
, , .r. 
for t 20 and o E Q. Then each Qit 
Dini’s theorem this convergence is 
- (Si9 oO(r)) 12 
is continuous and decreases to zero as t J, 0. By 
even uniform on Kfi. Hence there is some E>O 
such that Kp c U&. Thus, (6.5) follows from (6.1). 
Now, fix E as above and introduce a-algebras 9” := o(X, IO Gs GE”), so that z(‘“) 
is S%-measurable. Using the Markov property of X, we get that, for lPfl-almost every 
wEQ, 
= I rJ& (3”“(W)) 
x q~+l(CO)[~(EX) + (&+1(w) - fin+1 )P E UOq,-&I. 
Recall that Ir,;C(z(“n)(w))= 1 for all n>ni by (6.5). 
As a next step, note that, for p@-almost every o, there is some 122 = n2(0) such that 
q~+,(Cu)[~(En) + (&+1(w) - fin+, )P. E qf_&I b bn+,(o,[~(En) E U$l 
for all n > 3. This follows from the Feller property of (Pt)rB~ and from X, + p as t J 0. 
Now recall that I,(WO)< $. We, hence, can apply Proposition 5.4 to get the existence 
of some ~3 = q(w) such that 
Putting all these estimates together, we finally arrive at 
Pp[x(E”) E u(f , 1 %n+l](O) z l ~ Vn>nl Vn2Vn3, 
nlogE-1 
for Ipfi-almost every o, and hence, 
2 Pp[x(En) E u,q, ( %n+l](o) = cm. 
n=l 
Therefore, (6.2) follows from the next lemma, that can be proved as Theorem 46 
in ch. V of Dellacherie and Meyer (1980), when using martingale convergence for 
decreasing o-fields. 
Lemma 6.1. Suppose (a, %, P) is a probability space and (%n)nE~ are a-jields such 
that % I %O > %I II . . . . Zf (An)nE~ is a sequence of events with A,, E %n, for each n, 
then, modulo P-nullsets, 
{-&An,%+~l=-}=fi &%z. 
n=O m=O n=m 
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7. An embedding result for Hiilder-Orlicz spaces 
This section is taken from the author’s thesis (Schied, 1995). For some y > 0 and 
any map w E C[O, 11” := C([O, 11”; R) let 
denote the Holder norm of w with exponent y. The Holder space W’[O, 11” consists of 
all maps w with finite Holder norm. More generally, for any normed space E, we can 
define the space W([O, 11”; E) of E-valued Holder continuous mappings. In his well- 
known criterion, Kolmogorov uses a moment condition to establish Holder continuity 
of the sample paths of a stochastic process. Here we are going to give conditions, 
which guarantee that the Holder norm of the sample paths even possesses exponential 
moments. Our main result is the following corollary to Proposition 7.2 below. 
Corollary 7.1. Suppose 5 is a continuous random field with parameter range [0, 11” 
for which there exist positive constants y, 1 and K such that 
E exp ,t ~slyltt - Ll [ ( >I <K (s,tE[O,l]“,s#t). 
Then, for any y’ <y, 
-L/z 
P[151y~ BLl<(l + K)exp ~ , ( ) C, 
where the constant c,, may be chosen in such a way that it only depends 
and n: 
c, = 
n( 1 + PO!) .2?‘+’ n 
1 _ 2--P;‘K--Y’)Pcr-n) 
with po := 
[ 1 - +I Y - Y’ 
and with [.] denoting integer part. 
For rc>O, let QK denote the function Q,(X) = (e” - l)/rc. The Luxemburg 
a measurable function f on 52 with respect to QK then is given as usual by 
Note that, if we replaced QK by the mapping x HxJ’, we would get the classical 
on Y, y’ 
(7.2) 
norm of 
LP-norm I]fllp. The space LQ~(O,P) of all measurable functions on Sz with finite 
Luxemburg norm is usually called the Orlicz space with respect to QK. Here too, we 
can analogously define Orlicz spaces Lo<(Q;E,P) of mappings taking their values in 
some normed space E. 
Proposition 7.2. Let IC> 1, O< y’< y and let 111 . lllK,y denote the norm in the space 
HY( [0, 11”; LQ (52, P)). x Then every process 5 E Hy( [0, 11”; LoX (Q, P)) possesses a unique 
modtfication 4 lying in L@,.(Q; Hy’[O, l]“,P). Moreover, 5 satisjies 
II li&4@K GC” . lll~lllK,Y~ 
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where c, can be chosen as in (7.2), i.e., we have the continuous embedding 
Remark. The classical Kolmogorov criterion can be stated in the same fashion as 
Proposition 7.2. In fact, inspecting the proof of Theorem 2.1 in Revuz and Yor (1994, 
p. 25), one finds that 
HY+“‘P([O, l]“;LP(QP)) q LP(Q; W’[O, l]“,P), 
for all pdl and O<y’<y. 
Proof of Proposition 7.2. Let H := Ijl(jjlK,r. Then ]I& - &I]@, <H . It - sly. Since 
@&)>xP/(rcp!) (x20, p E N), we get that I]. IIS, >(r~p!)-~/J’/( * &, with 11. JIp denoting 
the usual U-norm. Hence, E[l& - tSIP] d p!rcHplt - s[J’Y. For p > PO, a version of the 
classical Kolmogorov criterion implies the existence of a continuous modification i, 
satisfying Q/r. (;I< p!rc(&,H)P with the constant 
& = 
2y’+’ 
1 - 2-_p,‘((W%l--n) 
Cf. Theorem 2.1 in Revuz and Yor (1994, p. 25) and its proof. In the case p<po 
Jensen’s inequality yields that 
E[~~.]~]~E[~~.~~]P’po~(po!~)P’Pa(~~H)”~pO! C;HJ’. 
By summing up, we can now extend these estimates to our Orlicz spaces. Indeed, we 
get that, for any &,H >/? > 0, 
Now, the right-hand side is less than one, if B >(po! + 1) . Cn . H. So, by definition of 
the Luxemburg norm, we conclude that I]lT.] yr a, < (PO! + 1) . & . H, and Proposition ]I 
7.2 is proved. 0 
Proof of Corollary 7.1. Our assumption implies that E[@K(R(t--s(-Y(& - &I)] < 1, and 
hence that I]l~lllK,r <A-‘. Now, we can apply Proposition 7.2 to get that 1115. Iy/ IIoK <c,,/A, 
for any y’ < y. Consequently, 
P[(5. lyt >Ll GE exp [ (F)] exp (-$) <(rc+ 1)exp ($). 
Hence, the corollary is proved. 0 
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